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March 7th 2018
Swedish electro-indie trio ELD are set to release their debut EP Vokal along with an exclusive
video for the single “Every Girl For Herself” on March 7th 2018.
Vokal will contain 4 exquisitely produced tracks, two of which dropped on either side of the
year’s turn causing a ripple of reaction throughout the music industry; “Desire” ( 7/12/17) and
“Every Girl For Herself” (24/01/18).
“Sometimes, one just needs to listen to a song to understand its brilliance and beauty. That no set of
words can describe how sensational it is, which is the case for ELD‘s single, “Every Girl For Herself”.”

-The Revue“The new single is a euphoric and uplifting blend of indie and electronic styles with pulsating
Kavinsky-esque synths and a distinct nod to the band’s 70s and 80s melancholic songwriting
influences.”

- Plastic Magazine“Fire, indeed; they know how to write a song. Their latest single, "Every Girl for Herself" bursts into the
playscape, soaking in knowledge from far and wide, and finds her independence while navigating the
wild.”

-Magnetic MagazineVokal is the fruit of a labour of love spanning three years for the Gothenburg trio, who can
almost always be found nestled into a corner at their west coast home-studio Lyckholmia. The
resulting debut is a confident package; an intricately sculpted soundscape that ebbs and flows
seamlessly between dancefloor filler and electronic daydream.

Vokals’ 4 tracks move fluently in the same direction, each tucking neatly into the other’s wake.
ELD’s speciality has long been to harness a striking blend of uplifting melancholy and Vokal
does not stray from this path. On Vokal, ELD blend soaring guitars, anthemic choruses and
surging harmonies and deliver them wrapped tightly in an analogue-synth bow. The result is
crisp calm electro drenched in big emotions. The two new tracks featured on Vokal
“Everyone” and “Someone’s Love” are testament to ELD’s consistency and vision. Turn
them up loud!
https://soundcloud.com/eldmusic/sets/vokal-ep/ **
Eld have collaborated with some of Gothenburg’s finest talent to produce the final outcome of
their EP. A keen ear will hear guest (multilingual) harmonies from Måns Jälevik (Her
Majesty) and Lovisa Samuelsson. The EP was mixed by London (Eld) on an old Norwegian
Thore Seem console and then sent for the Midas touch to Hans Olsson Brookes in SGS
mastering studio.
The video for “Every Girl For Herself” is a colorful slice of Gothenburg street life in the
summer featuring a performance from ELD in their Studio Lyckholmia. The video was
filmed by Lars Printzén and Mario Phrat and edited by Silver & Silk.
https://youtu.be/tLD4_kL6dMk **
ELD are set to throw a major Vokal release party at a secret location in Gothenburg on March
10th. Keep the date free and your eyes peeled for details, this is one to witness!
**The EP and video links will go public on March 7th to coincide with the release. If you wish
to use the link or video before this date for radio/online you are very welcome to do so. Please
contact emma or elaine @makewaveproductions.com for further inquiries or to schedule
an interview with the band.

